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Millican: "Proud of everything'
b y Dale Dunlap .
manmialnsedltor

Dr. Charles N . Millican , the o nl y
p r esident FTU has known , said h e was ·
"proud of everything" he h as done as
president of FTU a t a ga thering of
facu lty, students and adm inistra tors
for Charles N . M illican Day Tuesday.
Millican, who will ' resign as
president when the Board of Regents
appoints a new one, said he is looking
forward to teaching economics and
finance at FTU and working with the
same groups in a different ro le as a
professor.
·
Orlando ·M ayor C a rl T. Langford officially proclaimed Nov. 29 as Charles ·
N . Millican Day recently to observe the
12 years of leadership the president h as
given the university and the com- munity.
Millican along with about 350 wellwishers savgred barbequed chicken '
with ·cole slaw, potato salad, baked
beans, corn and various desserts
pr-epared and served by Saga food
service. Afte!=- the lunch an informal
· ceremony honoring Millican was held.
/
Representatives ·of the FTU campus
co~munity paid tribute by presenting
Millican Day festivities held on the VC Green
the president with gifts. Some were . Members of t~e dais rise to applaud Dr: Charles N. -·
gags but others were serious.
Millican (at podiwn) a_s ·part of the C~arles N. - Tuesday. (Photo by Joe Kilsheim·e r)
Dr. Fred Raffa, chairman of the
to help buy a new golf bag by the
humor throughout the ceremonies:
he would refuse any offer to take that
Department of Economics and Finan"Friends of FTU" Committee and a
Millican also received an ice cream
position. "Td decline it," he said. "I
ce and who soon will be Millican's
hand-held calculato.r to "help compute
am really looking forward to teaching
maker from the FTU Women's Club,
boss, presented him with a set of golf
his golf score" presented by the. FTU
an 8-foot magnolia tree with a comeconomics and finance ."
balls and clubs calling them "tools" to
Boosters Club .
memorating granite stone plaque from
Milfican was apparently a leading
help him in his new job. Millican
Earlier
in
the
day
Millican
quashed
the
FTU
Alumni
Association,
a
cand.jdate to replace Commissioner
hugged Raffa and said, ""Now if I can
rumors he would take a position on the
photographic collage of FTU presenWilliam Bevis who is expected to
only learn how to hit that little ball."
ted by the FTU Staff Council, a check · Public Service Commission by saying
Raffa and Millican traded barbs of
Millican, page 4

committee selects
five candidates
for BOR review
A six-month long search for · cadidates qualified
enough for FTU's presidency ended last Wednesday.
· The 13-member search advisory committee picked
five men, including one dean from FTU, who will be
interviewed by the BOR search committee this month. The subcommittee will announce its recommendation to the full Board at its Jan. 9 meeting. Regent
Betty Anne Staton of Orlando chairs that committee.
The Regents may then approve that recommendation, ask for more recommendations or choose
someone on their own.
In a two-hour long meeting, the committee voted

by secret ballot on the eight candidates that had
visited the campus for interviews with administrators, faculty, staff and students as well as the committee.
At the end of the meeting, the committee voted to
forward the names of Trevor Colbourn Richard Fontera, Dale Lick, Michael Marge and Clifford Eubanks
along with the·number of votes each received .
Colburn, acting president of San Djego · State
University and ·a candidate for the presidency there,
· was the only man to receive a unanimous vote. The
only discussion before voting to forward his name to
the BOR was whether he was ""the best candidate" or
"one .of the best."Colbournwas on campus the two
-days-prior to Wednesday's meeting.
Fontera •. Dean of Faculty at Southeastern
Massachusetts University, North Dartmouth, Mass.,
received 11 favorable votes. Most of the discussion
about Fontera centered around the committee's
feeling that he ··came gn too strong," and that he
.. tended to overwhelm" persons he talked with . But
most of the committee members agreed that Fontera
"came close" to what the committee was looking for,
he was a "dynamic" individual and he had a .. grasp
of what the .university is all about." Student Body
President Bob White said he liked Fontera because

Awareness

Letdown

by Lisa Chandler
.....,__

Representatives from FTU made a
dramatic pitch for funding consideration
to members of the BOR staff and area
legislators. It attempted to raise the
awareness of FTU's problems. See story,
page 3.

The latest. in a series of concerts at Orlando's Tangerine Bowl, Get Down '77, was
not as successful as the previous ones.
Maybe it sh~uld have been called Let
Down '. 77. See story, page JO.

"he didn't calculate his answers and he related extremely ~ell to the students." White added that Fontera could represent the university well in
Tallahassee.
·
Lick, who is Dean of Faculty at Old Dominion
University in-Norfolk, Va ., also received 11 vote.s to
forward his name. Committee members said Lick
gave indications of "real l~adership, knack and
desire," and that he seemed to "do his homework better." One committee member expressed· concern over
the large number of jobs Lick has held in recent
years.
.
Marge, Dean of the College for Human Development af Syracuse University in New York, was the
first candidate interviewed by the committee. Some
members said he talked around issues and was too
calculating in his answers to questions. However, he
received 8 favorable votes.
FTU's Dean of the_ Colleg~ of Business Administration, Clifford Eubanks, also received 8 .. yes"
votes. Discussion about Eubanks centered around
wh~ther he ~nswered questioris directly and completely.
Candidates, page 4

Rip-off
The FTU · basketball team committed
grand larceny . Wednesday night in their
tip-off opener of . the season· against
Flagler. Even without star Bo Clark the
Knights won easily. See story, page 14 .
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FTIJ rlE1rnsFrur1is
Homecoming to be biggest,.
best one yet: chairpersons
This year's homecoming, which will be held Jan . 29-Feb. 5, will be the "biggest
and best one yet," according to homecoming committee chairpersons Steve
Wilfiams and Connie Hunt. The theme for homecoming will be "Mardi Gras."
Homecoming weekend will begin Friday at noon with a parade called "New
Orleans on show." All campus organizations are invited to 'enter floats into this..
parade. Immediately following the parade, the FTU cheerleaders will hold a pep
rally. The homecoming committee will feature a Bluegrass Festival beginning at
7:30p.m., followed by a bonfire and fireworks display at Lake Claire.
Saturday night the FTU basketball team will take on Biscayne College from
Miami. After the game, a dance will be held in the VCAR.
.
A carnival -called the "Bourbon Street Festival" will be held Wednesday aftern~on and the Preservation Hall Jazz Band from New Orleans will perform on the
VC green. During the week, the committee plans to bring in several other bands
and is planning a picnic on the VC green.
.
At-the end of the week, the organization who has shown the most_spirit will be

given a cash award. The organizations will be sent packets containing entry form s
for the competition will b e held on a point system so that there are no c;_omplaints
about the way the winning organization is chosen-.
The FTU student body will be choosing a homecoming king this yea r as well as a
homecoming queen . Competitors for homecoming king and queen wi.11 not have to
receive any signatures this year. ,Anyone may enter the competition of they have an
organization sponsor them .
·
The homecoming committee has sent invitations to the festivities to over 11,000
alumni. "We hope to get .greater participation this year," said Williams. "We also
hope to get lots of alumni out here."

Sound system worth

sss·o stolen

A sound system valued at about $850 ·was stolen from the Village Center's
projection booth Nov. 16 following the Michael Lorimer concert. . . ·
The booth was entered by force and a Shure Sound System cons1stmg of an amplifier, two sound column.s, and two tweeter speakers were taken, according to Dr.
Kenneth D. Lawson, director of the Village Center. The equipment can be identified by the letters "VC" painting on each piece of the equipment.
FTU has asked county officers to help find the sound system. Lawson asks that
anyone knowing any information about the whereabouts of the system get in touch
with him at 275-2117 or Officer James Jordan in the FTU Police Department at
275-2421. Any information received will be kept confidential.
·
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• 2 Pools
•Tennis Courts
•Rec. Room
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Highway 50, .East
to 3100 Alafaya Tr.
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Sigma Chi's Chuck Chips takes his turn in that
fraternity's and' Zeta sorority's. •Trampolinathon'

held last ·week which raised $300 for their servfoe
projects (Photo by Tony Toth)

Phil Hendrie
Bill McGathy
Doug Van Allen
Bob Church
Chai Martina
Gary Brown

~~
273-5610

6:00-10:00 a.m.
10:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
1 :00-5:00 p.m.
5:00-9:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.-1 :00 a.m. ·
1 :00-6:00 a.01.

Jeff Davis-News Director
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

Gary Brown
John O'Brien
Kevin Fitzgerald
Rick Samarco

7:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
1:00-7:00 p.m.
7:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
1:00-7:00 a.m.

24 hrs. a day,
we're here with your music
298•5510
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FTU officials make needs kno11Vn
to BOR staff,-area legislators
by Dale Dunlap

ter located in Cape Canaveral.
Bolte said the purpose of the meeting
was mainly informational. FTU
For the first time in recent years
representatives had the opport."1nity to
representatives of the Board of Regen-give the BOR staff and legislative
ts and area legis_lati:ve members met
delegation members a background of
with FTU officials to augm_e nt
FTU. The meetings then gave FTU an
awareness of the needs of FTU and its
opportunity to make a pitch for funprograms to attain support this coming
ding consideration for programs its oflegislative session.
ficials feel are important.
York said the meeting was scheduled .
Dr. John R. Bolte, associate vice
at ·an ''illogical" time since the 1978president for Academic Affairs urged
.79 budget proposals have already been
Chancellor E.T. Y~rk, members of his
staff and the area legislative deleg-ation ·
presented· to Gev . Reubin Askew .- But,
to give FTU special funding considhe added, the budget hearings, which eration for certain projects the -u:niver- _
are taking place at all nine state
~ity f~~ls .ar.e, 'i:itaJ .
, .· ,:. ,;--:_- -, _.
universities, will be a basis ·for bi' Among the specia1 . conside~ation
annual budgeting which will be imrequests were a higher priority for an
plemented next spring.
FTU proposed performing arts center,Rep. Fran Carlton, R-Orlando, a
additional funding for its off-campus
member of the Florida Legislature's
Education Committee, said the FTU
resident centers, special enhancement
presentation "was excellent. This kind
funding for the FTU's computer science, environmental engineering and
of exchange is -one where we can sit
health programs and additional fun- - and liten along with the BOR representatives ... The input given here today
ding for the Florida Solar Energy Cen-

--111nsec1.-

White signs
reorganization
resolution
·

evaluations and rejuvenation· of ' the
Nexus line.
The separation of the services committee will relieve the Elections and
Appointmen1s Committee of a sizeable
burden, said Student Body Vice
President Bobby Allen. "Often the
issues of elections and appointments
left no time to attend to the services
which are. Student Government' s
responsibility."
Ron Ja_kubisin, presJdent pro-tern of
the senate, is no longer required to attend all standing and ad hoc committee meetings. However, he is an exofficio member and may vote.
Allen said this allows Jakubisin time
to· attend, to matters he considers
pressing.
Allen also said the· resolution contains a cloture rule which will limit
unnecessary senate discussions. With
this rule in effect, if one-third of the
senate feels a filibuster is taking place,
discussion can be ended.
John Bringardner has been appointed senate parlia.\'Ilentarian. Allen said,
"Parliamentary_games,' a problem that
has plagued the senate, will now be
more difficult lo play."
In other action, the senate passed a
proposal to establish a scholarship in
honor of retiring president Charles N.
Millican in a special Nov. 23 session.
The proposal will go to the Finance
Committee this month to determine
where the funds :will come from .

by Ann Barry
•utrwrtter

Student Senate resolution l 0-1 ,
which reorganizes twq committees,
became law Nov . 18 when it -was
signed by Bob White, student body
president.
The bill also changes certain
obligations of the senate president protem, curtails filibuster attempts, calls
for the appointment of a senate
parliamentarian and sergeant-at-arms
and adds five-minute caucuses to the
weekly senate.sessions.
According to the resolution, the
operation of all campus organizations
that receive Activity and Service Fee
funding will be' supervised by the
Organizations, Appropriations and
Finace Committee, formerly the Appropriations arid Finance Committee. _
The other change involves the
renaming of ·the Elections, Appointments and Services Committee to the
Elections and Appointment Committee . Now a separate services committee, chaired by Brian Joslyn; will oversee student services and plan projects
such as a legal services program, consumer affiars office, published teacher

will influence the amount of dollars
that go to FTU. Even l...was not aware
of some of the needs of FTU ... Now I
will be a stronger advocate for
education and meetings like this can
only be helpful toward better input in .
the f uncling process."
York agreed with Carlton, saying the
session was "very helpful." York said
the problems~ were no different than
any other university in· Flor-ida._"The
problems presented ·today only · show
that the problems are ·re·a l problems
and that they are similar throughout
the state university -system ,'.~ he said.
The chancellor said the performing
arts center proposal mercly_;;1ltered the
BOR's perspective. - He warned that
FTU, like any other university, is given
only total space need consideration.
Thus the priorities hap· no relation - to
total space needs. "The university,"
York said, : ·must justify the need of a
performing arts complex and make
sure there are no basic conflicts in such.
.
· ~
-a proposal."
Bolte tried to demonstrate the need
for a performing arts center by pointing to the current usage of the Lecture
Auditorium since 1971. Bolte said the
space in the facility is inadequate for

PE facility
to be ready in
_J uly: Garcia

storage of materials, that set design
p rojects are limited to that la ck of
space, that class lectures have cut
rehearsal time and showed a recent
review of the play "Rimers of Eldritch," which appeared in the Sentinel
Star headlined "Facility hampers
Eldritch. !'
Bolte said the center would allow the
university to ·move the radio-television
facilities out of· the Library and that
m-Osic rehearsals could also be moved
·into the complex, allowing both more
space.
Bolte also gave a report on FTU's
-enrollment. He said current enrollment
figures show a recovery from fiuctuations caused by-unemployment· and
a decisive• drop iri legislative funding
that caused'.· F'I'l:J · to freeze the
enrollment last y ear.
~~
Joe Stafford, vice chancellor· for
planning and budgeting, gave FTU officials a brief look at the 1978-79
budget proposals. "The state does have
the potential to do more ... and ~e
have reason for optimism,' ' he said. _
Stafford said the $36 million -...increase in the Educational and General
budget translates into a 13 percent increase in-funding with a large portion
of that going toward continuation of
programs already formed. Only four
percent of the increase would cover
new programs, he said.

demanding game," Anderson said.
"We will also be able to stage some
tournaments and maybe we can get
racquetball elevated to at least a club
sport," he added.
.
In addition to the new fields, a support facility wil-I be built, Gar-cia said.
The building -will house a storage
facility for the track equipment, a
refreshment stand and men's and
women's locker rooms. The building
will be located between the softba-n
field and the track.
Bleachers will also be built on the
new fields Garcia said. The baseball
field will have stands with a 750
seating capacity while the soccer and
softball field bleachers will hold 375
-persons each.
Garcia said. the original plans had
called for a lighting system for night
play and a public address system.
However, they were eliminated after
the first bids came in 75 percent over
the total $763, 500 budget. "We
decided that rather than sacrifice
facilities, we w-ould delete some of the
luxury -items," he said. "If additional
funds become available, these items
can be added ."

by Joe Kilslieimer

-tantFTU ~thletes and sports enthusiasts
should be able to take advantage of the
expandeq P.E. facilities by mid-July of
1978, according to. Oswaldo Garcia,
campus planner.
The project - is currently awaiting
final approval from .Tallahassee. Garcia said he expects construction of the
project to begin th~ first or second
week in January.
The expanded facilities will include
a main soccer field and two practice
fields, a new softball d iamond and
two practice fields, six tennis courts, a
track, an archery range and four fourwalled haldball courts:
Jeff Anderson, president of the newly
formed Raquetball Club, said racquetball and handball fanatics have been
waiting a long tirne ·for the new courts.
"Four-wall is a better game, a more
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Congratulations
. ~/
Wilma Smith
\ ~--./\ 1978 TKE Sweetheart
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·Desegregation plan for
grad students offered
- by Dale Dunlap
.......S i n s -

FTU took the first step towards a ' comprehensi~e . desegregation plan . when it
submitted its goals for minori_ty enrollment in post baccalaureate programs for the
next five years.
Dr. Joan Burr, FTU research analyst, said she took the minority enrollment
figures from a 1975-1976 State University Systerri survey and worked them into
goals for a gradual increase in enrollment by 1981.
FTU's individual plan will attempt to meet the state's guidelines approved by
the U.S. Department of Health; Education and Welfare.
"All I've done was to manipii.late the figures," Burr s<iid. "The rest is up to G.
Leroy Lloyd and the -Office of Minority Student Services to retain the students
through counseling and guidance for the minority student on campus. Better
recruitment and retention - that's what's going to help us attaih our goals," she
said.
Currently FTU has 34 minority students enrolled in its graduate programs. The
goal for 1981 is 92. There will be yearly revisions of the goals although the person
or persons chosen for _the review wiU be up to the new president, said J. Philip
Goree, vice president for Business Affairs.
FTU's graduate programs show there are _no minority enrollments in com-

M i l l i c a n -pass- to-my
- ·successor
- - -the.-title
-of

__ From page 1
resign his position on the commission
Jan. 2. Gov . Reubin Askew was considering Millican 'as a caretaker . who
would not run for that.post next fall.· : .
Millican spoke to the gathering .after
·presentation of the gifts. He said that
although he is proud of everything he
has done as president, he is
. proudest of two thin'gs: the growth and
development of the student body and
faculty and the placing of the a~ent
on the individual and on excellence. "Trying to excel, trying to do the
best we can; in this attitude we find the
spirit of FTU," Millican said. "Here
we have a
shining jewel of the
educational crown in Florida and I'm
proud to be your colleague. Now I will

--

munications, computer science, letters and mathematics. Enrollments in
education, public affairs and biology make up the bulk of the minority attendance.
There is a .12.5 per cent enrollment in physical sciences. Ho_wever, Burr said, the
figure was misleading in that only 8 people are in the program.
·
By 1981 the university hopes to have enrolled: 10.4 per cent in public affairs,
9.7 per cent in education, 8.2 per cent in computer sciences, 7.4 per cent in
mathematics, 5.7 per cent in businessmanagement . .4.9 per cent in psychology, 4.7
p~r cent in letters, 2.8 per cent in engineering, 2.6 per cent in biology', 2.5 per cent
in communications and 1.8 per cent in physical sciences.
"We have a very reasonable chance of attaining all our goals in· a five year
period," Burr said. The overall commitment to minority enrollment is made."
While FTU's plan seemed to be on its way, the overall state plan hit a snag
recently when HEW· officials said they wanted further clarification of the state's
plans for :florida A&M. Chancelllor E. T. York said in October that he expected
HEW would wai;it to know the conclusions of the Role and Scope study defining
the role and scope of Florida education and its nine state universities. l{owever,
the Role· and Scope process will not be complete by the Dec. 1 deadline imposed by
~w.

.

.I

.

Delores Auzenne, assistant to the chancellor for Equal Employment Opportunity, said her office will .need to specify to HEW what the Role .and Scope study
is. "Our process,'"she said, "is to inform them on the who!~ role and scope function."
Auzennne added that although the Florida A&M role was not what HEW wants,
overall the plan titled "Florida's Commitment to Equal Access and Equal Opportunity iri Public Higher Education" was one of the better plans turned in to HEW
and was "w~ll-received."
·

·c a n d i d a t e s - - - - - - - -

president and extend my best wishes."
Millican called the day .. a highlight :
in my educationalcareet a·nd one I will
always rememoer.::. .
.
From page 1
Music w~s-_ provi~ed by the FTU
Jazz-Lab . A · Bjind directecl by Dr.
Several members pointed out he is
Gerald W _e lker-. The master of
young and has "vigor and vision.'' One
ceremonies .. for. the occasfon was Dr.
committee member ·said he felt
Edward Wycoff, -listed in the program
Eubanks was enthusiatic and had imas "raconteur~." Wycoff said he looked
pressive· experience, but that he wasn't
up "raconteur" in the dictionary and
sure Eubanks is "ready right now."
found it "was French meaning rank
Eliminated from further conamateur.': Wycoff called Millican
sideration at Wednesday's meeting."more o( a Moses than Charlton
were David Strawn, 18th Judicial CirHeston."
cuit Court judge; James Chapman,
Wycoff also apologized that the
president of West Liberty State College
day's festivities were late "but Dr.
in West Liberty, Va. and Charles
Millican was busy in the library
Micarelli, dean of FTU's College of
autographing Bibles." ·
Humanities l.}nd Fine Arts.

Dr. Leslie Ellis committee ~hairman,
said he felt "relief" that the committee's part of the search is ~ver. He said
he was confident · that the Regents
could select .a president from among
the recommended candidates. He added that the committee didn't always
agree, but the search was an "effective,
efficient committee operation."
' Faculty Senate Chairman John
ldoux said, "I've never worked so hard
in my life. I wouldn't want to· do it
again, but it was worthwhile." Idoux
sai
he felt the faculty. was well
represented on the committee and that
they had made a significant contribution to the selection process.
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Dale Nichols
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1602 N. Goldenrod Road
Orlando, Florida 32807 .·Jim Taylor
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PASS·

PAc::;1NG

SHIPPING SUPPLIES

luxurious living ·
along freshwater
shores
Swashbucklers ·
and landlubbers
alike may find
a leeward haven
here
one and two bedroom
apartments, one
bedroom townhouses with
·
lofty sleeping quarters_

Time stands still at our dif!tillery where we still make Cuervo Gold by hand.

·F or centuries we've woiind.
our clock J:>y ban(\.
. ·
-·And for centuries we've
.made Cuervo Gold by hand.
At the Cuervo distillery its alnwst as if time h.as stood still
Our Blue Magu.e ys are nurtured by hand, picked by hand,
and carried to the ovens by hand, as they have been since 1795.
It is this continuing dedication to tradition that makes
Cu,ervo Gold sp.ecial. Any way you drink it Cuervo Gold will
bring you back to a time when qual'ity ruled the world.

•

From $1'70 East Aloma and Hall Road
'tis here you can rest

your dinghy

678-2223

Cuervo. The Gold standard since 1795.
\

CUER\l0-ESP£CJAL® TEQUILA,. 80 PROOF. IMPORTED AND BOTTLED BY© 1977 HEUBLEIN. INC .. HARTFORD, CONN.
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._

FASHION SQUARE Ill THEATRE
NOR1'H8ATE -1THEATRE
ORANGE BLOSSOM THEATRE

·

CHECK NEWSPAPERS FOR ADDmOllAl TH~TRES AllD SHOW TIMES.
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SOR should pick president
from five candidates
The committee a~signed to find candidates
qualified enough to fill FTU's soon-to-be
vacant president's seat finished their task
last week. The search was painstaking and
exhaustive, and most of the members feel
relieved now that their part of the job is
over.
,
The FTU Search Advisory Committee is to
be commended for its efficient and punctual
operation of the search. The 13-member
group successfully avoided getting wrapped
up in red tape and kept thefr paperwork at a
minimum. Snags that came up in other
universities' searches were conspicuously
ab.sent from the FTU group's hunt.
Each of the members were genuinely concerned for the interests they represented, and
"dia their homework" well on each of the

candidates.
The se~rch yielded five excellent candidates for the presidency. Each is e_xceptionally qualified, each has proven his
leadership ability, and each could represent
the interests of the university well in the
community and in Tallahassee.
.
However, there is a fear that many people,
committee members included, have at the
back of their minds. It is a fear that the six
months of reading, evaluating, voting and
screening wiH be wasted. Jt is a fear that the
same thing that happened to the Un~versity
of South Florida's search efforts will happen
toFTU's.
The South Florida committee carried out
their search and recommended their candidates to the ·Board of Regents. However,

the Regents' interviews of those candidaJes
·carried the air of a carnival side show. None
of the candidates were selected immediately
after the interviews. In fact, it was a ZV2
month wait befo~e acting president Carl
Riggs was replaced by Dr. John Lott Brown,
·visual science center director of the University of Rochester in New York. A USF source
indicated, however, that one of the reasons
for delay was the haggling over salaries.
In the meantime, committee members and
others will have to wait for the Board's interviews with the candidates and its Jan. 9
meeting where they are expected to announce their choice.
, If the Reg~nts cannot find FTU's next
president from among the five men chos~m
by the advisory committee, then, as one
committee member put it, "what exactly are
they looking for?"
THE EDITORIAL BOARD

lfliiflrs
Revie~ers

need
drB111atic_training
Editor:
In the spring quarter of this year, I submitted a letter of
comment regarding the continuing journalistic attempts at
theatrical criticism offered in this publication. My letter was
printed, though to be read is not necessarily to be understood. I had hoped one such letter would be sufficient, yet
obviously it was not.
'
It continually amazes me that dramatic criticism is so often interpreted as the ability to deliver as many pseudoclever insults and destructive comments as can survive the
editing room and still present a vaguely organized picture of
a review.
So in this tradition , a true proponent of the arts of
misrepresentation, insensitivity and lack of merit in any sense is thrust upon us.
In my previous letter, I suggested that some dramatic
training' in theater criticism might be helpful in lending
credibility to otherwise nebulous and disconnected reviews . I
was obviously ignored, so here is a continuation which I
hope will at least be read .
·
-'
A true dramatic critic approaches his craft w .ith three important tools. First, a thorough knowledge of the art of
theater. Second,- a belief in theatrical art and third, an appreciation and understanding of the other arts relative to
theater. The critic examines the theme of the play, the
quality of technical execution, the nature and validity of
ideas presented along with individual _contributions and tpe
relationship to other works by the same playwright. Critics
bear a great responsibility both to the art of the theater and
to their readers because, in a sense, they shape the future of
that art in many ·minds. The critic must also care. There
must be a passionate commitment to the art that rejoices and
exhalts creative talent and craftsmanship and damns
dishonest or pretentious work. It is unfortunate that the FTU
student I-las as his only analytical view of theater on campus
the weak and thoroughly inept one presented by the past and
present Futures. There is no style or content to speak of in
this last review, indeed within th~s paragon of useless anq
shoddy journalistic endeavor.
As to the .. Rimers of Eldritch,"· it is indeed a rare opportunity for audiences to see productions of this quality in the
Orlando area. This review even goes so far as to criticize the
direction of the play by the use of such delightful observations as "it puts me to sleep," To this . best available
evidence o; literary talent there can be only one answer.
· Reviewers, page 7

Editor-in-chief

Lisa F. Chandler
Business Manager

~

Florida
Technological
University

Jim Stephens
Managing Editor

Dale Dunlap

Studen.t s, faculty, staff have
difficulty finding gy111 open
Editor:
,How ama.z ing it is how people
can be so inconsiderate to each
other. FTU has gotten itself a
gym and how very nice that is-for a selected few.
To begin with, I happen to be
one of those people who feel
physical fitness is important. I
am attending college to gain
some type of education in order
to make a decent living.
However, that does not mean
that I'm going 'to study 24
hours a day. There happeds to
be more to life than that and
keeping yourself physically fit
through sports or recreation is
one of these other things

That brings us to the gym
and how nearly .impossible it is
for the gen.era! student body
(faculty-staff) to find a time
when they can use it. Those in
charge post times for student
use and feel no obligation to
respect those times. The times
posted are changed whenever
they feel like it. They are at
varied times and when most
students are in class. I had the
· misfortune of going over to the
gym on Nov . 21 at 9 a.m . to
play basketball (which was the
· posted time) only for the gym to
be closed in my face and the
faces of 30tellow students. The
gym was closed at 9 a.m. in-

Editorial Staff
Rick Jaffe. Sports Editnr, Darla Kimwy. Prodtu·tinn
Managr·r-. Tnny Toth. Photo Chief. Arm Barry, Sunni
Caputn. De<' Deloy. Dan Gilliland, Deanna Gugel,
Robt•rta Hof/t'. jot• Kilsheim<'I". Brian La Peter. Richard
Nt'/.~mr. Anthony Ricardi.Lillian Si mo neaux

Business Staff
Stf'V<' LPmanski, Randy <;rofP. janPt Wal/a1·e.
KeefnPr.
Aston McLeod ,Pat Hall.

Jim

stead of the posted closing time ·
of 11 a.m. On Nov. 23 the gym
is ·open for general use from 8
a.m . to noon, at 10:30 a.m.
everyone in .the gym · was
removed for a P.E. class.
OK, fine,. that is also the purpose of the gym, to hold some
classes. But why post the gym
as being open when it isn't
going to be? Also why close the
gym on Nov : 26 and 27, when
students would have liked some
exercise on the weekend?
These types of occurrences
have
happened
countless
times
to
the
point
of

cl'ym, page 7

The Futu.-e is pub/ishPd WPekly fall. wrnte r and
spring. and bitN•Pkly in th e summer· at F/nrida
Tt•chno/ngical Unii;ersity by Preside nt Charles N.
Miltif'an. It is w.-itten and edite d by stude;..ts of the
unit't' rsity tt"ith offi<"Ps in the Art Complr-x o n Lib.-a'
Drit:e .
Complaints may be addrPssPd to th<' editor-in-chi<,!
and appPaled tn th e Bnar·d of Publications. Dr. Fre d e ric
Fedler~ chairman.
The editnrial is tlw opinion of the n<'tt'SJ'ape r as for·mulated by the editor-in-t·hi<•f and the Pditorial board,
and rrot net'essadly -'°r hat of the FTU administration .
Other 1·ommPnt is the opinion of thP wrifprs a/nne.
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International visitors seek
holiday hosts to share Yule
"It is a way to extend our humanity,
by sharing our lives with someone
else," said Dr. David Gurney, associate
professor of education, about a
seminar to be held in Winter Park for
100 foreign participants during the
Christmas holiday .
·
Gurney is president of the MidFlorida Council for Intermational
Visitors, which has been selected to
host the seminar. The particpants will
represent 31 nations from Asia, Africa,
"the Mid-East arid Latin America.
Participants are selected to study
under one to three year grants at
various .universities or governmental
agencies in the country. They are ages
21 to 50, and will all have government
jobs waiting for them when they return
home after completion of the various
programs.
The seminar will be held Dec. 23-31,
but the council is seeking volunteers

who want to host one or more of the
particpants on Christmas Day. "It is
an opportunity to share our culture
through our homes and visits with
these people who come here," Gurney
said. All participants speak English.
Two of the main eventSr will be on
Dec. 29 and 30. There will be an Interntaional Gala, involving films, song
and dance of the various cultures on
Dec. 29 .
On Dec. 30 there will be a cross
cultural discussion on how the
program will benefit their countries. In
addition there will be an American
panel which will have as one of its participants Dr. Yasser Hosni, visiting
assistant professor of engineering.
Anyone interested may write or
phone the Seminar Coordinator, P.O.
Box 1311, Winter Park, 32790, 6447602, or call Gurney, 275-2286.

Frompage6
gym. It think it's time for an effort to
be made to show those students who
··wish to use the gym a littie consideration. Believe it or not, every
student on this campus has as. equal
a right to use the gym as every other
student.
Jim Sweet

asininity since the gym was opened.
It's gotten to the point where being inconsiderate of others is taken for granted.
I think its time to devise a schedule
in which P.E. classes, varsity sports, intramurals and other ·activities don't
completeiy dominate the u5e of the

Reviewers---------Frompage6
There are two ty.pes of critics: one
simply attempts to guide the audience
to or away from theater by opining the
entertainability of the production. The
real critic, on the other hand trys to
educate his or her readers to the heart
of the production with a feeling of
what the playwright is trying to say .
This is the true critic's responsibilitv.
not to butcher and rend for the sa!re of

personal ego gratification .
We in the Theatre Department will
continue to work to bring quality entertainment to the FTU stage. Perhaps
the student newspaper will join us in
this noble enterprise. If not, the loss
will be to their audience and that will
truly be a shame.

Mark Johnson (left) and Jim Clement, members of Alpha Tau Omega,
paint one of the 29 wheelchair curb ramps on campus that got a
facelift with a new coat of bright yellow paint. Fourteen fraternity
brothers took on the project which was supervised by Louise Frederici,
coordinator of Handicapped Student Services. (Photo by Tony Toth)

Lorimer concert

~enjo.yable,

Editor:
I would like to expre~s my sincere thanks to all students, faculty, and ~taff who
attended the Michael Lorimer concert on Nov. 16. The attendance figures showed
that programs such as this are very worthwhile and enjoyable. The audience really
seemed to appreciate it since they brought Mr. Lorimer back for two encores. With
this number of students interested, we wHI be able to have more programs of this
caliber brought to our campus in the future .
Bill Bartling
Chairman
V.C. Cultural Events Committee

Patrick Gill

Feel Like You Were Getting Robbed
The Last Time You Bought Insurance ?
Take a look at our new car
Insurance prices for Orange County
residents, as low as:
27 Year Old Male:
Personal Injury Protection.......
Llablllty •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

is now accepting applications for Christmas
holiday employment. Positions will be available in
food· service, operations, merchandising, and cash
control. These positions are for temporary employment only. Interested individuals should apply
at the Sea World Employment Center (adjacent to
the Park) Monday through Friday, between 9:00
a.m.-4:00 p.m.
.
_
Equal Opportunity Employer.

$50
$231
'

22 Year Old Slngle Female:
Personal Injury Protection.......

$33
Liability •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• $166
Blair Insurance Service
17 S. Highway 17-92 Casselberry. Fla.

834-9193

8 .3 4-8583

Mondloy·f'-y1 Noon 11118:00 p.m.

* THE UNIVERSITY INN *
CORNER E. COLONIAL & ALAFAYA TRAIL

.The Scientific Approach to a Total Look for
Men and Women ... Includes Trichoanalysis.

THURS., DEC. 8, 1977 ·

BEERNITE
25¢

Azee01 Hairstyling
Open
9-5 Wed., Fri., Sat.
9-6 Tues., Thurs.

100Z
GLASS

LIVE MUSIC

WEARE HERE

THE LITTLE BIG BAND
CURRY FORD ROAD -

THURS-FRI-SAT-SUN
9:00 PM - 1 :00 AM

First Time Visit - 10% off with

Student ID

=::*=· ~

{)~

t

··::: ::D

TRY OUR DAILY SPECIALS
BREAKFAST

LUNCH

DINNER

97¢

$1.97

$2.97

7213 Curry F~rd Rd.
Orlando

273-1313

=:=: ~

@REDKEN®
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Better business official depends on consu1r1ers
by Don Gilliland
atatf wrtter

"We depend on you, the consumer,
to tell us if you get ripped off," said
Charles Ogg, assistant manager of the
Orlando Chamber of Commerce Better
Business Department. "That is our best
source of information ."
Ogg, speaking before a sparse crowd
at the Village Center Patio, said, "Our
mission primarily is to try to create a
favorable
environment
for
the
- Charles Ogg
reputable business people and the consumer. And we try to minimize or
14 per cent were actual complaints:
eliminate other businesses which are
"One of our primary functions is hanother than a favorable, ethical business
dling complaints. We take complaints
opera hon." According to Ogg, the
only in writing anc:t they must be
department maintains listings on some - signed," Ogg added. When the depar14,000 firms in the Central Florida
tment does get a complaint, they notify
area. They have files, reference cards,
the business that they will be hurting
and the basic track record on all those
them when the department tells concompanies, of which only about ten
sumers of complaints filed against
are not reputable.
their business.
Last year more than 52,000 phone
The department, said Ogg, is not
calls were received by the department.
supported by state taxes and must
Seventy per cent of them were
depend upon funding by Chamber of ·
inquiries on businesses and only about
Commerce members for its existence.

In order for a solicitation to be
approved for charity, at least 75
per cent of the total ·income must
go to that charity for vvhich the
solidtation is made.· .. You vvould
be surprised at some of the very
big national names vvhich are on
the ·Not Approved' list," said
Ogg.

In addition to reviewing complaints,
Ogg said that the department reviews
advertising daily to make sure unproven claims are not used and that
i:he advertising code of ethics is
followed . They also screen charity
solicjtations for authenticity .
The department maintains a listing
on
some
350-375
charitable
solicitations. In order for a solicitation
to be approved for _charity, at least 75
per cent of the total income must go to
that charity for which the solicitation
is made. "You would be surprised at

some of the very big nation! names .
which a:re on the 'Not Approved' list,"
said Ogg.
·
On the subject of apartments, Ogg
informed the .audience that if a
signifi~ant number of written complaints have not been taken care of, the
department will hand them over to the
local newspaper and let them review
the complaints. The paper will pass
them on to their legal staff, get a legal
opinion on it, and cut off the apartments' advertising if they see fit.
"There are no laws protecting the
buyer of · used cdrs," Ogg said. He
recommended that when buying a used
car you take the car to a good
mechanic to get it checked over. "If the
dealer won't let you take the car to a
mechanic," Ogg added, "walk away."
A timely subject, now that holiday
shopping days are here, is refunds. Ogg
said, "A refund is not a right except in
the case of fraud or gross misrepresentation which can be proven in court.
There is no requirement for a refund."
He. said that they're up to the individual stores.

STEAK•SEAFOOD•PRIME RIB

Saga

~

LIMiT I PER
CUSTOMER
PER VISIT

~\LRor:s

•Nationwide expertise
eAny event catered-from outdoor
barbecues to formal dinners or teas
e Take-out food or fully catered
e Experts to help you plan and execute
your event
• Our own facilities for serving 2 to 300
•Our specialty is handling large eventsup to 3000
• CaJI now and plan the finest catered
event ever!

"FUTURE NEWSPAPER"

.LATE NIGHT _D INNER• DANCING

. 5101 E. COLONIAL DRIVE
OUR UNION PARK LOCATION
IS LESS THAN FIVE MINUTES
---FROM F.T.U. _ _ _ _ _ _ _. .
OUR 10TH DISCOUNT TIRE STORE NOW OPEN.
IN DELAND (AT LONGO BROS. AMOCO)

-----1111!1.

275-2651

Built by Good11ch
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• "HOURS OIOly & s•• 9 . 6
PHONE 275 -3670

IF YOU CAN FIND A BETTER TIRE AT..A
LOWER PRICE. · euv IT!!
1310 s~ 0 .8 Tra",1
(At 4-Wheel Orin Center)

ORLA•DO

11815 E. Hwy. SO\

2201 E. COLONIAL DRIVE
1115 W. COLONIAL DRIVE
516 ALTAMONTE DRIVE
7135 S. ORANGE BLOSSOM TR.

IA-

··lic&··o#w

(A1 TUF Auto Parts)

_ _.

Raised Wloile
40,000MILFGUAll.
BR&0-13
'41.H

• .

· FIRST

QUALITY. : Ii.

, HOUfcS: Mon ·Wtd..F ri. 8-8 •Sat 8-4

·.

~~~N~r;~;~~g~o SUN. 10-4

· ALTAMO•TI SPll•&s

1300 Hwy 43b I~ Mo Wos1 of 17 921
HOURS, Mon. -Sat: 8-8

PHONE 339. nos

SUN. 10-4

ORLA•DO

Colonoal & Onmgo Aw.--:
.
. (Ntxt to V.maha)
•
· HOURS ~ Mon -Wtd .fri· 9-8 • Sat &.4'
1
9 0

. r~..:a:E ha"..~1 ~~

·

2421 s. f~1nch St.
(At Mr Mufflor Shop)
' HOURS 9- ~30 o.,1y • Sot i-2
PHONE 322.9294

S"A•FORD

1206 w. l11 Rd.
(At Ml-l lU Mufflor Shop)

O•LA•DO

:. H,O~:g~~;"V!j.:~~5
IUSTIS

411 s Bay
(fQrmuty Wholtule l1(1' Co.I
HOURS Mon·l'-"n 9.5.30 • Sat 9.3 ..,
. PHONE · 3SJ -7851
•
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PREP

t:OURSE

FREE CLASS
H. & R. BLOCK TAX OFFICE
920 LEE Rd. (mile west' of I-4)
SATURDAY, DEC. 3,2-6 P.M.

COMPLETE MATH REVIEW
GRAPHS
-VOCABULARY
READING COMPREHENSION
NOTES
TEST INFORMATION

Jackie Spector is mashing up a storm on a pari of sweet potatoes as part
of the Thanksgiving dinner preparations .by FTU Child Care Center
chefs. Jackie and her friends later feasted on their traditional holiday
meal. (Photo by Tony Toth)

.

~~
,, '

,,,..PEEKER'S Oys_ter Bar

EVERY DAY SPECIAL

•

sPEc1AL1z1NG m:

!!!!!!

• Apalachlcola Oysters

-

Jfl

OPEN Monday· Saturday
PHONE 678-0469
BUTLER PLAZA, CASSELBERRY

COMPLETE COURSE
SIX 4HR. SESSIONS

•

• Clams · steamed or

C

on the half shell
~·
• Steamed Shrimp - Hot or Cold
• Homemade New England
~
& Manhattan Clam Chowder
'
• Fresh Homemade Oya.tar Stew
•

(Hwy. 436)

e

.

'

Repeatable free
.

NOTE: LAST CHANCE TO TAKE TEST FOR
SEPTEMBER ADMISS.ION TO. STATE SCHOOLS.

:t(
~

1 · 2 & 3 BEDROOM APTS FROM $155 PER MONTH

..

, , , ; , . , , • • , , , . , ,• • • , , . , , , . , , , , , , • • • ,

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , . . . . . . . . .4

COMPLETELY EQUIPPED, ALL ELECTRIC KITCHEN,
INCLUDING DISPOSAL & DISHWASHER.
CABLEVISION AVAILABLE

""' -

YOUR AUTO SOUND CIRCUS

STEREO CHAIN

mum-=.'=.:Um.o
305/269-0123

LEM JET STEREO AND SPEMER SYSJEMS
Ae41ell~. JSl. tllll

c,... .........,.,,.,.

WALK TO MEAT MARKET & SHOPPING PLAZA

HW le tzow (RMS)

Specializing in
Today!>s look for
men and women
5 Expert Stylists
to serve you

'-. ·

.·.,"C"

~omplete line of Natural Look and
Redken pr.o ducts
.
.
We Sell and Service Newman Hairpieces

.'M#.1Jling's ~n
Sem;.:;;shoppin~ Center, Winter Park
(Corner of 436 & Aloma ·

50¢
off any reg.
haircut

., $1.00
I

off any hair
styling

...*****************
.
...
-tc PIONEER-SAHVO-JENSEN-JSL -tc
...
...
*****************

W. fettare RJJI f11111 i ... MAXEU flpes
MAllEU

to" off 11 CRAIG eo111ponents llffh this ..,

VDC46-2.SO
VD Cie:-2.ff
VDCtO-!US

Christmas is _a story about Love.
I believe in Love.
Therefore, I ·w ish everyone,
·students and staff,

redeemable only

Mon.-Fri.

a Loving Ho.liday Season!

671-3115

Central Florida
Women's Health
Organization

609 E. Colvnial
Orlando, FL 32803 ·
Phone: 898-0921 -

$ 55

Co ntn'u 'ep ti ve 1C mm selin g
Low-cost Birth Contro l Services
Pregn·ancy T es ting
Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Abortion Counseling
Monthly Vasectomy Clinic
Community Education Programs
Sexual Au arenPss

(you guessed it!)

_L ove,

Rita
Your ''Senior'' Student Senator

,_ j

llJ
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Get DoMln '77 better as Let DoM1n '77
bands not really top natne tnaterial

·--

by Brian LaPeter

promoter cut out half the groups and gotten a bigger name
act the concert would ·most likely have been a su.c cess.
A big letdown over the Thanksgiving holidays was Get
The best part of the concert was the weather: It was a
Down '77, the Tangerine Bowl's latest rock extravaganza.
cool, clear blue 'afternoon and got a little cold at night.
Put on by David C. Nurmi Productions, it was supposed to
The concert started 15 minutes early but somehow fell
make "rock history"· according to radio advertisements. It ·
behind schedule with Cocker coming on just before midnight
may have made rock history but not for the reason the
which was just too long to wait for his act.
,promoters ·had wanted. Only about 2,500 to 3,000 fans
As a rule most of the groups played either rock or southern
showed up,. making the gigantic T-Bowl look virtually em- · rock music, although Sea Level was an exception, Comprised
pty .
of three former members of the Allman Brothers' Band plus
The reason for the small crowd was probably due to the
some other musicians, they blended rock with jazz to
produce some beautiful music. Though some ·of the comline-up of groups. Performing there was Asbury Park, The
positions were weak, the band itself was a . tight group c;>f
Winters Brothers Band, Jay Boy Adams, Point Blank, Sea
Level, Atlanta Rhythm Section, 1Canned Heat and Joe
musicians.
.
A first for a concert was the giving . away of a '78
Cocker. All of these were good groups but none could be considered big name acts. They were all good warm-up acts but
automobile and other various door prizes.
nothing that should headline a concert. Joe Cocker was given
This concert proved one thing: it's .not the .quantity of
top billing but he really doesn't rank tops anymore. Had the
groups that counts, it's the quality.

Moonies reach
out to students
as new recruits

specific," he said. "Then they bait you
for a weekend workshop, which is
highly charged up. They' ll ask you to
stay after the weekend. You ge~ lulled
into it," he said.
Elkins joined the Moonies when he
,
was
a senior in college. He was on the
by Sunni Caputo
Dean's List, president of his fraternity
ataffw..nand was active in politics.
"The Unification Church (Moonies)
One day he was sitting alon,e reading
has become quite a phenomenon of our
on the· porch of his fraternity house. A
young, well groomed man approached
time and they are pushing for memberhim and begin talking. He invited
ship by reaching out for college age
Elkins to a lecture.
people," said Chris Elkins, a former
That week Elkins left school · with
Moonie.
Elkins, who was a Moonie for 2 1/2
only one week remaining ·in the
semester and joined the Moonies. He
· years, spoke to a groups of FTU
stayed for Z1/ 2 years.
students Nov . 17. The lecture was
Elkin's described his experience a s a
sponsored by the Baptist Campus
" day to day indoctrina tion," a conMinistry. He explained that college
students are prime targets for Moonie
tinual process.
"You don't make any dec isions for
recruiters.
"Young people don't have tremenyourself, he said. "They tell you w hen
dous financial responsibilities, like a
_to eat, sleep, everything. This sacrifice
house or family , and are somewhat
of individuality leads to greater an.cl
idealistic," he said.
greater dependency and attachment to
"Ninety percent of the Moonies are
the group."
under 30 years old."
Elkins said it wasn't really brainRecruiters go throught training and
washing, becaus«;i1 Moonies are never
are taught to look for certain types of
for.ced against their physical will. "
people.
.. They just lead you deeper and deeper,
.. Tl;i.ey look for someone who is
pressuring you through a controlled·
walking around with a backpack, sitatmosphere;" he said.
ting under a tree with a guitar or
Other methods used during indocreading; someone who is not' around a
trination were the unison prayers,
lot of people," he said.
which Elkins described as having an
"Fertile recruiting time is during
unbelievable hypnotic effect.
finals," he added. "They will come up
.. They also use a lot of double stanto you and befriend you, then start.
dards," he said. "They twist jargon
talking about their church," Elkins ex~
and vocabulary and redefine terms."
plained.
"They · teaily
are
After being in the movement six
sophisiticated in witnessing recruiting;
months,
Elkins · was
sent
to
they ~ven have training centers."
Washington .
The recruiter will usually ask a
The Moonies work high up in
politics. "They supported Nixon all the
student to go to a lecture and dinner.
"They present lofty ideas, nothing
Moonie, page 11

ORLANDO S BIGGEST 8c BEST C';OCK DISCO

l1li~bAINil'Jl~I
•

Ff.ATIJRING

~Y
TUESDAY

'--

LADIESNTE

~~.,
~DAY

Sc

BEER

•

APPRECIATION~ FREE ADM. W/COLLEGE
& SEAWORLD ID'S· SOc- MIXED DRINKS, 25 ct
BEER AT MIDNIGHT- CHUG-A-LUG CONTEST $25
. FIRST PRIZE
·
l(di.t
NICHOl..NITEFEATURtNG Sc BEE · ~._.,
$1.00 COVER. 2 FOR 1 MIXED DRINKS
~I

~·,~~~··;,;;;::~

""Ji

Also Featuring Movies., Electronic Games & Cafe

70 W. Amelia Avenue

~

·Joe Cocker
... not big name

Plant De1y,-concert part
of upcoming activiti_
es
/

One
more popular annual ~ampus
events at FTU
will be held Dec.
7, from 10 to 4 on
the VC Patio .
Village Center
Plant Day, according to Mark
Glickman, VC
program Director, about fiv_e to 10 wholesale and
retail plant dealers from Central
Florida will exhibit and sell various
flowering and foliage plants. Each
dealer sells a couple hundred dollars
worth of plants. And it' s a good opportunity for people to buy a Christmas
gift," Glickman said.
The annual event has been well at-

tended in the past
and this year will
feature a "Plant
Clinic. "
Tom
MacCubbin from
the Orange County Agriculture Extension Service
will
answer
questions and try
to help sick plants
from 10 a.m. to
noon
on
th~
patio ...
The Village Center Popular Entertainment Committee will present a
lunch hour of music today with the
appearance of ··southpaw."
.. Southpaw" is a rock group that has
been performing throughout Central
Florida. They will play from 11 a.m. to
I p .m . on the VC Green.
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TECHNOLOGICAL
UNIVERSITY
MUSIC DEPARTMENT

"Pro & Con" presents i·ssues to community
by Brian LaPeter
et.ffwrtter

The FTU Political Science Department is using the medium of television
to inform and entertain the local
· community through the 18-year-old
weekly program, "Pro and Con."
The show is the product of Dr. Stuart
A. Lilie, associate professor of political
science, who acts as a moderator on
the discussion show. Each show
features two guests, each taking one
side of the issue being discussed, along
with three FTU student panelists who
ask them questions. The guests are
usually a member of the community
a~d a faculty. memberfrom FTU.
''The main purpose· of the show is to
present issues of interest to the local.
community," Lilie said. "It exposes
FTU faculty and students to the community. I think that's important."
Lilie started doing the show three
years ago when Rollins College stopped producing the show. "Pro and
Con" has been on the air for about 18
years. As producer and moderator
Lilie has the responsibility of selecting
topics, guests and students for the
show.
"Pro and Con" has had a large
variety of topics of discussion in the
last several years. Discussed on the
show has been everything from should ·
the state pay for abortions to the ·
Panama Canal Treaty . This week's
show will discuss serving liquor in
topless bars, an issue currently under

Pyramid holds
spiritual meaning ·
tor spe.a ker
The Great Pyramid in Egypt was
constructed by something with
super-human knowledge, architect
Roy A . Ekroth said last week in a speech delivered at FTU.
"I think God was the architect of
the Great Pyramid ," he said.
Ekroth said the construction of the
pyramid and the passages inside it
could only have beeo accomplished
by persons with modern engineering
and technological knowledge.
The Great Pyramid is located in
the exact land center of the world he
said. "The chance of that being a
coincidence is about the same as an
explosion in a print shop producing
a dictionary," he said.

Moonie

presents

Student panelists. (I. to r.) J'i m Holmes, Dorothy Kirkland and David
Ward question FTU sociology professor Ignatius Herman . arid Jan
Strang from. the Central Florida Women's Health Organization
during their discussion about abortion. ·
dispute in Central Florida.
Students also benefit from this show,
said Jim ·· Holmes, a political science
major who has appeared on "Pro and
Con" several times. "As a political
science major I realize the importance
of television. It's a pretty important
medium," Holmes said. He explained
that the program gave him experience
in handling situations and topiCs
related to his field, and that it has
helped him to develop the ability to
reach issues in a short period of time.

He said he has met a lot of interesting
people and gotten to talk with
professionals to see what their Work is
like. " 'Pro and Con'. gives the 'community the feeling that students are intelligen.t," he concluded.
·
Lilie said there has been good
response to the program. "Interesting,
all the comments were favorable," he
said.
"Pro and Con" is aired Sundays at
1 :30 p.m. on WFTV Channel 9.

Faculty concert to feature clarinetist
The fourth concert of a series of fourteen planned by the Faculty Artist Series
will feature clarinetist John Norton in the HFA Rehearsal Hall Sunday at 3:30
Norton, a graduate of the University of Michigan and now a member of the FTU
music faculty, will be accompanied by Music Department chairman Gary Wolf on
piano, violinist Sabina Micarelli and guest cellist James Higgins .
The concert, which will feature works by Max Reger and Oliver Messiaen, is free
to st.udents with an FTU l.D. and is $2 for the general public . Tickets are available
at the door ap.d all proceeds will go to the FTU Music Scholarship Fund.
·

Jewish culture program planned.

featuring the
FTU CHAMBER
SINGERS and
RECORDER

CONSORT
DEC. 15, 16, 17
at 7:30 p.m.
FTU Village ·Center
Multipurpose Room

----1977 MADRIGAL

DINNER RESERVATION

(please print)
Deadline noon Dec. 9

"Here is Israel ," a multi-media production on the music and culture of Israel,
will be presented in the VCAR Sunday, at 7:30p.m.
The program is co-sponsored by th~Village Center Cultural Events Committee
and the Jewish Community Center of Maitland . .Tickets are $3.50 for the general
pµblic; students with FTU l.D. cards or faculty and staff with Activity Cards may
pick up free tickets today at the VC main desk or at the door .
Because the program falls on the first night of the Jewisn holiday of Chanukah, a
candle-lighting ceremony will be conducted by the FTU Hillel prior to the show.
Drinks and latkes will be part of the festivities.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------~From page

way," Elkins said . "They would
organize pro rallies and follow him
around the country."
The Moonies are not only powerful
politically, but they are also very
wealthy, according to Elkins. He gave
a conservative estimate of their growth'
today as $60 million.
"They own buildings such as the Tiffany Building in New York and are
currently negotiating for the Empire
State Building," he said.
Most of this wealth comes from the
mobile fund-raising teams. About
1,000 Moonies are trained to be fund
raisers and travel around the country,
he said. Each person is expected to
raise a minimum of $200 per day.
''If you don't raise enough," Elkins
said, "you are chastised for not giving
enough people the opportunity to help
the church .
"These fund-raisers collect about
$200,000 tax free dollars (since they
are a church) in one day. In five days,
they have raised $1 million.
"The South is considered a particularly fertile fund raising area, he
said. "One girl made $2,000 in one
day, just selling flowers."

MADRIGAL
DINNERS1977

Another unusual practice is their
ideas on marriage. Moon will select a
wife for you after .you have fulfilled
three conditions: being 26 years old,
having been ·a member three years, and
taken in three new members.
"You marry a complete stranger;
they may not even speak the · same
l_a nguage,'' Elkins said. "There is no
divorce, only if you leave the
movement." One time Moon ' performed a mass cei:emony where 1800
couple were married, Elkins said.
Elkin said his parents were very upset with his being a member of the
Moonies. They tried over and over
again to talk him out of it, but were
unable to.
One year when he went home to see
his parents for Christmas, he
discovered that they had hired
deprogrammers . .He escaped from his
parents and fled back to New York on
Christmas Eve, he said.
From then on the Moonies watched
him at all times, to keep the
deprogrammers away . When he spoke
again t9 his parents his father told him,
"Chris, you might as well be dead."
Elkins said he finally realized that
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he was a slave of the Moonies. He had
no money, no education, and no where
to turn but to the Unification Church.
A few days later, he got up ·early,
took his suit~ases and went_to Atlanta, .
where he stayed with a friend to hide.
"I didn't agree. with deprogramming," he said. "It can be good, but
you really need someone loving
enough or professional enough to be
able to help you over your brokendown state."
Eight months after Elkins left the
Moonies, he was subphoenaed to
testify in court against the Moonies.
His closest Moonies friends were "an
arm's length away from him while he
testified.
"I was petrified," he said. "They ·
were there to intimidate me." They
still try to intimidate and slander him,
he says and that is why he tries not to ·
announce his schedule too far in advance. He also keeps a post office box
and unlisted phone number.
Elkins currently speaks at different
colleges warning students about the
Moonies. "I am not here to form an anti-M~on society at FTU,"' he said.
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Enclosed find $-- -for -- -- ticl<ets at
$8.50 each.
(S9rry - no re funds
or exchanges) - ·

Make checks payable to:
FTU Music Dept. Mail
to: FTU Music Dept.. Box
2~000.
OrlandQ. ·FL
32816. For More Info:
275-2867.
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Roxi

Rennaissance
lives again
The Renaissance will live again in
mid-December when the FTU Cham-hers Singers and Consort present their
annual Madrigal Dinners to celebrate
the Christmas season.
This year's dinners will be on Dec.
15, 16 and 17 in the FTU Village Center. Doors will open at 7:10 p.m. and
the royal procession will begin at 7 :30.
The Chamber Singers directed by
Karen Keltner, are featured in these
gala evenings which are now in their
third year of prcid~ction. Singers and
instrumentalists alike will be dressed in
the colorful costumes of the period.
Roast beef, Y orksl;iire pudding ·a nd
flaming plum pudding will be the
holiday fare, preceded by the
. traditfonal Wassail toast. A candlelight concert will be presented
following the dinner.
. .
Tickets for the 1977 Madrigal :pinners are available at $8.50 each by enclosing a: check and a self-addressed .
envelope to the FTU Music Department, P.O. Box 25000, Orlando,
32816.
The deadline for reservations and
payment is noon, Dec . 9 . All ticket
requests will be filled on a first-come
basis. For information, call 275-2687 .

Aqua Knights show
diving safari films
Don't miss "T~ils of the South
Pacific" and "Truk Lagoon Wreck
Diver" tonight in the Science
Auditorium at 8 . It will be a free
presentation. "Tails of the South
Pacific" is a triple-projector scuba
diving safari to Australia, the Great
Barrier Reef and the Coral Sea . "Truk
Lagoon Wreck Diver" pictures the
wreckage of Japan's Imperial 4th
Fleet. Both show·s will be accompained
by producer David Waud's live
narration.
. The movies are sponsored by the
FTU Aqua Knights. For more information contact Student Organizations
at 275-2766.

IFCelects
new officers
The Interfraternity Council, representing FTU's ten national fraternities recently elected Mike Pritchett
president and Trey _Baker vice
president. Pritchett presently serves as
president - of the Order of Omega, is
past president of Sigma Chi fraternity
and was the 1977 Greek Week chairman. Baker is presently vice president
of Lamdi Chi Alpha fraternity. Both
Pritchea and Baker ~ill serve through
June 1978.

HFAsubject
of photo essay
Color
photographs
of
the
Humanities and Fine Arts Building
and the Music Rehearsal Hall will go
on sale next week in the Music Department. According to Donna Bell of the
Music Department the photographs
are part of a photo essay taken by
Phyllis Pagliaro, a music student. Bell
said a framed picture will cost $28. 75
and a matted picture will cost $11. 75.
She added that the funds raised in the
sale will go toward music scholarships.

Real Estate-institute offers
chance for money in·college
"Those interested in making money while going to college
should consider FTU's real estate program," points out
Director Lee Constantine.
The idea was conceived in the early l 970's bul: didn't
become a routinely scheduled program until November of
last year Constantine said .
' The ·program consists of two phases: Real Estate I and
·· Real Estate ii Constantine explamed. Both are effective in
preparation for two tests administered by the Florida Real
Estate Commission.
Real Estate I is a 51-hour course offered to those trying to

Marketing club hears
Sea World ad director

obtain a salesman's license. Tuition is $65 including books.
A discount of $25 is given if Finance 341 has been completed.
·
Rea,! Estate II is designed for those-who want to go on for
their broker's license after one year as an active salesman.
The course is 45_hours costing $100, not including books.
FTU ·has one of th~ least expensive programs since it costs:
$125 at rollins excluding books Constantine added. Most
private schools charge an even higher rate of $195 .
The enrollment this year was 360 ( 15 classes) compared to
60 (5 classes) in 1976. The projected enrollment for 1978 is
1,200.

Doctoral program available

"This is the best time for Sea World," said Roger Kurz,
advertising director for Sea World Inc. Kurz spoke to the
Marketing Club about some of Sea World's unique aspects in
marketing and promotion.
Kurz talked at length about his marketing plan and the
target audience the marine park hopes to attract . He
described that audience as. adults between the ages of 25 and
. 49 who have a family and who own a home. Eighty percent
of the people who attend Sea World are tourists and Gentral
Florida residents make up the remaining 20 percent. "This
fact is of main importance to us," explained Kurz. "We have
to target our marketing appr9ach to people when they get
here."

Library Friends
sponsor book sale

Two cooperative programs leading to advanced education
degrees will begin in January at !<TU in collaboration with
the University of Florida.
The degrees to be offered-Educational Specialist (Ed.S .)
and Doctor of Education (EP.D)-differ basically in the
length of the programs and required reserach. Both will be
UF degrees, though the majority of class work and stuay <;an
be accomplished at FTU. .
Initially, there will be two fields of study in the joint venture according to Dr. J'Jannette McLain, coordinator for advanced studies in· the <College of Education. Both the Ed. S.
a:nd the Ed. D. will be offered in the Instructional Leadership
option, while Counselor Education will begin as an Ed. S.
program with plans to extend it to the doctoral area in one
year.

the marketplace

The Friends of the FTU Library in
for sale
cooperation with the FTU Foundation
WINTER PARK EAST-FTU-POOL-Lovely 4
will be sponsoring a book sale in the
bdrm, 2 bath, family room, dining room, 2 car
garage. Extras! $39,900, assume 7Y,% morLibrary on Dec . 8 from 8:30 a.m . until
. tgage. Call 678-2764.
7 p.m . and on Dec. 9 until 3 p.m. More
YAMAHA 175 MX Motorcycle--used twice, street
than 2 ,000 books will be available at
legal. Must sell. $500 or best offer. Ph. 277special prices (some as low as 25 cen1077.
ts) to students, staff and faculty who · l't'loving to Calif. Must sell everything! 1 year old
would like to acquire a variety of
furniture. Call after 6_p.m. 273-4966.
Home in Oviedo-nu area. Large wooded lot, neat,
technical and leisure type publications .
well-kept 4 bdrm, 2 bath fenced screened porch.
· Many of the books are new and all are
Extras. Mid 30's. Assume loan or financing
in good condition. In addition to the
available 365-5275.
books, there will be magazines and
Early X-mas gift!-part Doberman puppies, 9 weeks
other publications for sale.
old. Have not been to vet yet. Only $25. Call 8559238 anytime. Must sell soon.
All proceeds collected at the book
TENNIS· BUFFS UNITE! Recondition old balls
sale will go to the library enrichment
economically-replaces internal pressure-Kit,
fund.

works on
display in gallery
Artist~s

A one-man exhibition of 33 recent
works on paper and canvas by
nationally renowned artist Hiram
Williams are on display Nov. 15.
through Jan. 15 in the Art Department
gallery.
On Dec. 2 at 8 p.m. Williams will
give a slide lecture ort the development
of his work in the gallery.
Williams, who is senior painting instructor anc:f full professor at the
University of Florida, is represented in
such prestigious public collections as
the Museum of Modern Art, Whitney
Museum of American Art, Milwaukee
Art Center, National Art Collection
and Corcoran Gallery of Art. In 1963
Williams was awarded a Guggenheim
Foundation Fellowship in painting.

Recorder·class
sings carols
The Recorder I class will sponsor a
Christmas carol sing on the Village
Center Green next Monday and Wednesday from 11 :30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

$9.98, works well Add-Air, 283 Garrett Ct. Winter
Pk., FL 32792 or Ph. 671-2354.
• Yamaha 140 acoustic guitar with schaller pegs.
$65.00 can 894-2320 after 7:oo p.m.
IBM CORRECTING SELECTRIC 11 TYPEWRITER
1RANSFERA11tr WA""""1'Y· lo SEJtYICE COff.
TllACT-s-FOlllTs-950.00-value for $700. Cllll-a34o
201"1.

.

3 BR w/walk.fn closets, 2 baths, dlsposal, range,
dlshwuher, carpeted, central AIH, ·sidewalks,
street l!Jhts, nice neiglllJorhood, and ·ctose to Fl\I.
· 528,600 or Sl,6oo and assume mortpp. Clll 27504:ztt. HQUse 1s·1n·Art1or Ridge, off Dean RD.
Kawasaki 175 Dirt r. Street Rebuilt,. 275-7938

for rent
Complete tum. apt.. $125/mo. Suitable for 2
students-2 mi. from nu. 273-2212/0728.
2 bdrm, furn. w/AC near nu. Reasonable rent
available Dec. 1, Call 277-4012.
Apt for rent at Khayyam Apts. one block from
campus, off Mendie Dr. Furnished 1 bdrm-take
over lease· $140. 3585 Khayyam Ave., Apt. #1,
hours from 4 pm to 11 pm.

help wanted
Sales TrainHSI MAKE 816 MONEY SEWNG -

m·trten... • lleflNJan.~
tlldQ 896-5436 This -COUid be at.

ocftlng proc1acts

u-. can -

~Important call1'f"JClll1'1fr.

business opportunity
STUDENTS!-Eam while you learn-a chance to
make extra money while you continue your
education. Call 855-4816 for appointment only.

personal
-Dear U'I Sis, Joan-Have a Beautiful Day!! Tyes love,
Terri.Girt desires rider to Michigan or a nearby state
around Dec. u; before or· afte. For more info.
please call 647"8660;
MCAT-DAT Review Course take In Atlanta in 3 to 5
days;P011ox 77034; Atl. Ga. 30309; 1'11. (404)-874"
2454
ROOMMATE REGISTRY Call now for screened compatible roommate-wlletlrer you are·looking or11ave a
place to share. 83IJ.8004•.
ROOMMATE NEEDED Must be serious student. $85
per;mo;'f'Y>"Utiltties. Apt. near campus. 275-7395.
Wanted--female to share apt. in town. Split expenses. Must be serious student. Call 275-2865
or 611·4081. Marti.

services
Typing? Clll Jan at 275-7398.

~!:~:. T!!!":.~:sC:me~~ue~:~~:rT;~;:es:~:.ii:;~ ·

All types of work. Reasonable. Call Bea. 678-1386

TYPING-IBM Selectric
Papers, reports, theses
Dort Typing Service
1820 N. Orange Ave. 898-3241
Typist-Experienced in all phases of work. IBM
Selectric for' professional results. Paper supplied.
Please call Susie Weiss.- -647-4451, after 1:30
TYPING:..call 277-0411 AnER 5 p.m.
' Typing-$1.00 per pg. Mrs. Foley, 830-4411.
Typing-Paper provided. Call 273-8407. Ginny,
Between 8-2 and after 7 p.m.
Hair styling for men. Call Robin 894-3281.. Oviedo Body Shop-Free Estimates, P-rofessional
work, reasonable rates. 365-3592.
1...

other

$1o0 reward for lnfonnation luding to the
l'HeVery of a YalllBhlt 360 A a 125 dirt lllb, and
tlwarnst of tll9 two Y-S lmOlftd. 1119 lllkes
went stolen mi.. 118JStKtl Apt., l'llllM H betw9-9-.30 11111 on · Slit., -lloY. 19. Plene -call zn:
628111273-7506;-you 11111J reinatn _ , _
.
:aackpacking anci mountain climbing iJI th~ snow in'
the · Great Smokey Mountains of .North ·earoliiia
December 18-22 or 27-31! · No ·.experience
necessary; instruction by qualified "Cuides. Limited
space! FPr an excitin• Ch.r isjlaas break, Outdoor
_Adv~tures;904-375-f160; 501 All SW 75 ·st.,
Gainesville, FL. 32601
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Now at
.

·1Sntgf)tS i!len
AT THE VILLAGE CENTER.

THE COLLEGIATE .
.GLASS SERIES .·
AND.YOU CAN GET YOURS FREE! · .. ·
G·et your CoJ,tegiate.Gfass :F r·e e
with the purchase of the ·
;D aily ~pecial or"
· buy a large Pepsi
for 59¢ and get
the glass!

Do some Christmas
shopping now.
Supply is limited.

Saga
SAGA FOOD SERVICE

Give a set of 6. Collect a set of 6.

ftlonbap
JUMBO w1CHEESE
FRY
LARGE PEPSI
.
INCL. LETTUCE & TOMATO

$1.46

SAVE

.20

~burs.
FISHWICH w1CHEESE
LARGEFRY .
,L ARGE PEPSI

. $1.46

2HOTDOGS .
LARGE.FRY
LARGE .PEPSI
·i -uMBO
. FRY
. LARGE PEPSI .
INCL. LETTUCE & TOMATO

$1.46

SNACK BAR
SPECIALS
DECEMBER 2·9

$1.46 _SAVE . ·1 4 .

jfri.

. JUMBO W/ CHEESE
. FRY.
LARGE PEPSI ·
INCL.LETTUCE & TOMATO

$1.46

SAVE

.20 .

lrt
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FTU breezes past.
_Flagler in ope·i1er
by Richard Nelson

a pass from Spivey and slammed home
the first dunk of the season with 16:45
showing on the clock.
Before the game, Jerry Prather knew
"It felt good," Prather said about the
he had to give something extra on ofdunk. "I didn't think I could do it at
fense since All-American guard Bo
first with the Flagier guy right under
Clark was sidelined with a foot injury.
me."
Prather not only supplied the offen· Qnly 21 seconds later Spivey made it
se, 28 points including three slam
an instant replay b'y stealing an errant
dunks, but led the defense as well, · Flagler pass and hitting Prather for an
coming up with 2.5 steals en route to a
easy lay-up for a 10-6 count giving
84-56 win over error-prone Flagler
FTU the 1(1~d.for good.
College in the season opener WedThe defenping Surishine State Connesda y night.
.
·
ference champions .used a zone defense
While the Knights used the hit and
that forced Flagler to shoot from long
distances.
'
·
run tactics to stymie the Saints, the injured Clark rooted the, team on from
Even wi~h Flagler's 6-foot-3 sh~rp _
the bench.
--.1 . ,:;· '·:
shooter No.rm Ma.son connecting on He said he wants to b~ ready by the
25-foot 'air strikes, '· mote · often the
Southern Ben.e dictine College game
Knights came away with a rebound.
Dec. 8. He said if he could not be ready
The Saints could only muster a 39 perwithin five games, he may not play this
cent shooting percentage from the
year.
floor.
Mike Spivey came into his own in
When FTU had the ball .they shot a
front of 1,297 partisan .FTU fans ,
more respectable 46 percent. Prather
scoring 19 points while contributing . contributed two more stuff jobs while
six -steals.
forward Wilfred Nix added a solo to
Last year Spivey sat the .bench while
help bolster the F.TU shooting percentage.
·
Calvin Lingelbach led the team. Now
the leadership responsibility fa)ls on
Coach Torchy Clark emptied his
him.
bench at will, resting players at
"This has been one of the best games
Flagler's expense. But the Saints rallied
I've ever played," said Spivey after the
back from a 28-18 deficit to come to
game. "Once you play a lot, you build
within a basket at 30-28 with five
your ·c onfidence up, and now I have it
minutes to play in the first half ..
where I want it."
Clark quickly recalled the subs and
Spivey played with the confidence of
brought in the cavalry. Spivey hit a 12a veteran, coolly picking his spots for
footer and Prather added a patented
easy 15-foot jumpers over the spotty
stuff shot about a minute later to put
the lid on Flagler's comeback try.
Flagler zone.
Spivey and Prather many times
The second half was a circus of
found themselves at the scoring end of
Flagler miscues which the Knights
a Knight fastbreak during the first half.
took advantage of in building a 31With the score tied at ·s ix, Prather took
point bulge.
. aporta wrtter

Knight guard Jerry Prather dunks one on his way to being leading
scorer against Flagler Wednesday. Prather not only supplied the offehse with 28 points but led the defense as well with 25 steal.s. FTU
won the game, 84-56. (Photo by Tony Toth)
And if Flagler did try and make a
comeback against s.ome spunky play
by the Tech subs, Clark again put his
nearly-bored starters back in the game

to settle the matter.
With 3:22 left to go, Nix scored on a
lay-up from Prather who 1 7 seconds
later hit Nix again for another basket.

Knights tune tor national·tourney Mfith 'Ba111a
by Richard Nelson

~The. University of Alabama is
coming to FTU Sunday.
But the Crimson Tide won't be
·swarming onto the FTU campus with
60 football players carrying a jubilant
Bear Bryant smoking a victory cigar.
Instead, the Alabama volleyball
team will entertain FTU coach Lucy
McDaniel's regional champions Sunday afternoon starting at 1 :30 p.m. at
the Tech gym.
The Barna team was or~gianlly
scheduled to play FTU Saturday and
Sunday, but because of traveling difficulties, the Alabama · squad won't
arrive in Orlando until 6:30 p.m.
Saturday..
The Lady Knights will play
A,labama Sunday in a three game match.
The national tourney-bound Lady. ·
Knights won't have an easy time of it
against the 52-3 Division I regional
winners.
The two squad have faced each other
four times this year; each winning two
matches. But Alabama has traveled
around the nation challenging top contenders while the Tech team stayed
home palying weaker state competition.
·
_
That could give the Barna team -the
upper hand. McDaniel believes her
squad will do well, however.
"I'LL TELL YOU ONE THING,
we'll st~y with 'em," she said. "It's a
matter of pride. Playing them will increase the caliber of our skill by having
_that kind of competition across the net
from us."

Just how good is the Alabama team?
"The caliber of ball they play is just
awesome to watch." McDaniel said.
They'll set that· ball up in the air and
they'll have people moving all along
that frontline and you have no earthly
idea where the ball will come from,
much less who's going to hit it."
McDaniel said she hopes the match
will sharpen her squad for the 16 team _
national championship held at Naperville, Ill. Dec. 8-10.
The volleyball championships will
begin with a round robin elimination
bracket. The survivors will then compete in a . single-elimination round to
determine the national champion.
McDaniel said she will take 12
pl'ayers on the trip up north.
She said of the team can reach their
full potential, they can place in the top
three nationally. "I've seen some of
them (regional champions) play and I
know we can wipe them out," said
McDaniel.
"If we can get back to playing the
caliber of skill we were playing four
weeks ago, · and with Alabama's help,
we just may make it,'' she said. "It .
depends on how well we can put it
together this week and how much adjusting we can do after playing
Alabama."
Last week the volleyballers didn't
praetice McDaniel said the team
deserved a rest while catching up with
their studies.
·
The Lady Knights, who are riding a
26 game winning streak, haven't
played a match since Nov. 19 when
they won the regional crown for the
second straight. year. Their record is
51-3.
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KNIGHT

MOVES
Bo out for at least 2 weeks
BO CLARK, on the verge of
becoming FTU's a~l time leading
scorer, will be sidelined for at least two
weeks due to a broken metatarsal bone
in his right foot he sustained during a
scrimmage with Bethune-Cookman
last Friday.
Clark, ·who was checked ·by a
physician on Tueday, will be
crutches for two weeks and then will be
examined again to see if the bone has
healed.
·
. If ready, he will make the Dec. 12

on

Coaches to speak
at luncheon today
FTU coaches Torchy Clark, Lucy
McDaniel, Judy Martino and others
along with Athletic Director Jack
O'Leary will speak today at a sports
luncheon sponsored by the FTU
Boosters.
The 11 :30 luncheon carries no
admission charge and will be held
in the FTU cafeteria. Lunch will be
served from 11 :30 to noon, followed
by the speeches.
After the speech«s a question and
answer session will be opened to
audience.
.

thf_

trip to Texas for games against Lamar
University and Rice ...
TOBY CRABEL, FTU's No. l singles
player, won the Hodgskin Memorial
Cup championship last weekend at. the
Altamonte Springs Raquet Club.
Grabel defeated Rollins' No. l
player, Bucky Copeland, for the
cirown.. It was sweet revenge for
Cr.abel, who lost to Copeland in the
finals of the · city championships last
month...
·
FTU's cross eountry team will be

competing against some of the top
runners in the state during the Florida
AAU Cross Country Cqampionships at
the University of Florida Saturday.
The Knights will enter six runners at
the meet, including coach Tom Miller.
Other runners fqr the Tech squad are ·
Will Hathaway, Steve Spires, Steve
Simm, Kevin McCarthy and Steve
Wheeler.
The team will be competing against
about 400 runners who will be pacing
themselves over a 10,000 meter (6 .2
mile) course.
"It should be a real good meet for
us," said Miller. "I think we should do
well. It's been our best season this year
and I've really been impressed with the
way some of the guys have been improving. They've really been working
hard."
·
Mil,l er said he hopes to better his la~t
· year's 35th place performance by
finishing· at least in the top 30 entries.
He added that he's happy with the way
the -team's Individual times have im-

proved over the season ...
' The Knight grapplers finished
second behind wrestling power
University of Florida during the
Florida Invitational Team Open
Tournament Nov. lg
Doug Peters (137 lbs.) led FTU, winning five matches without a loss to
capture outstanding wrestler of the
tournament honors.
Other individual winners' for the
Knights were Tony Mann ( l 70 lbs.),
Dave Alberts ( 180. lbs.), Ray Barker
( 193 lbs.) and heavyweight Al Lloyd.
Saturday the Tech matmen begin the
first dual meet of the season against
H_iram College from Ohio at l p .m. in
theFTUgym.
·
The
match . will
count
as
qualification toward the national
tournament that begins March 3. The ·
Knights will try to repeat last year's
performance when they came from
behind during the last three weight
classes to trip Hiram, 23-16.

'The Team' takes basketball title
By Julie Hyatt

~·With 'The Team' and Sparks tied at
the end of. regular season with 9-1
records, The Team needed a close 4036 playoff victory over Sparks to capture the 3-man basketball championship.
As other action in Intramurals draws
tQ a close, Tyes still hold the lead in
Blue League football and ROTC has
pulled ahead in White League football.
In coed volleyball, Half and Half
defeated Staffers 6-15, 15-7, 15-10 to
capture the championship.
In Water Polo TKE has pulled away
from the rest and taken a lead with a
4-0 record. Following closely in sec~nd

place with a ·record of 3-1 is ATO,
who defeated PKE to win that spot.
In Blue league football, Tyes stUI has
the lead with a 4-0 . mark. They kept
their winning record intact by
defeating Tri Delta 18-0. Susan Campbell started the game off for the Tyes
by returning the opening kick-off 60
yards for the first touchdown. The
second score came after Carol
Crowther intercepted a Tri Delta pass.
The next play quarterback Sally Hancock tossed a pass to Happy Deas and
make the score 12-0. The last score was
made when Hanc"ock connected with
Jan Reynolds for a 50 yard touchdown.
In second place with a 3-1 record is
TKE Little Sisters who defeated PKE

Little .sisters 6 -0. PKE follows closely
with a record of 2- J and in fourth
place is Brave Fools with a record of 12.
'
In White league football ROTC has
taken a slim 5-0 record lead over
Chester's Gorillas, 5-1 slate. In third
place is C -Dorm with a 3-2 .
Action finishes up next week for the
fall sports.
Winter quarter sports are basketball,
soccer, coed badminton, 2-man
volleyball, racquet ball singles, coed
softball and golf. Entry forms are
available in the Intramural office
located in the P.E. building near the
pool.

JOIN USAJ

Karate Club pre~ident Steve
Boyle breaks hvo boards with a
quick blow in a demonstration
Wednesday. The club meets
Tuesdays ·a nd Thursdays from
6:30 to 8
p.m. Any one interested in joining can call Boyle
at 275-3581 for more information (Photo by Tony Toth)

' Sidewinders Saloon·
2 for 1 cocktails
9-12p.m.

l.IVE ENTERTAINMENT
&DANCING

!
I

L.----.:.-.- ----J
~----~---------------------,
Arthur Treacher's

COLLEGE
KR UNCH
SPECIAL
with this coupon_

• Jr. -Order of Fish &
· Chips and Small
Soft Drink

Offer expires: DEC. 18, 1977

THE CHOPPING BLOCK
PRECISION HAIRCUTTING AND STYLING
2107 W. Colonlal Dr.
840 N.Orlando Ave.
4007E. Colonial Or.
7145 S. Orange Blossom Tr.
2259 S. Semoran Blvd.

840 N. Orlando Ave.
Fern Park Plaza
2700 N. Orlando Ave.,
Sanford

---------------~--------------

ORLANDO FASHION SQUARE
894-9056
10% OFF ALL SERVICES WITH STUDENT 1.0.
~-------AND THIS An __ _ __

----illlllllll"
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·.7:30 PM/VCAR

STUDENTS MAY PICK UP FREE
TICK£rS AT V.C. MAIN DESI'._(
a·

WED., DEC •.7 VC PATI0/10 AM· 4 PM
TOM McCUBBIN
(FROM THE ORANGE COUNTY
AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION
SERVICE) WILL CO"DUCT

A FREE PLANT CLINIC
10-12 N00t4 _

